
Uplifting Technology

With more than 35 years of experience, Winco Easylift in Oldenzaal is the
renowned supplier of all types of gas springs and related products in the 
Netherlands and far beyond.

A wide range of different types and designs are our specialty. We supply a 
wide range of gas springs from our own production and can also quickly and 
cost-effectively supply replacements for many other brands of gas springs. 
We also have a wide range of operating and mounting materials for every 
gas spring application.

Our employees are happy to speak to you personally to advise you in 
choosing the right gas spring and to answer all your questions.

We do not use a minimum order size and can if desired, even deliver cus-
tomized gas springs within one working day.

Our capabilities include:

- Technical installation advice using our calculation program
- Delivery of any desired version, length and strength within the technical 
possibilities.
- Delivery times tailored to customer needs.
- Continuous product development.

You can of course always contact us for additional information regarding 
our products and / or services.

Uplifting Technology

 
Zutphenstraat 69C, 7575 EJ  Oldenzaal

0541-520044
www.winco-easylift.nl - info@winco-easylift.nl

More than 35 years The gas spring specialist 
in all types of gas springs and accessories for 

any application.
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Wherever a weight needs to be moved, a gas spring can be the solution
offer. The weight can even be reduced to zero. In addition to standard springs, we 
also make our gas springs customer-oriented and specifically tailored. We supply our 
gas springs and accessories in various branches, including machine building, furniture 
industry, food industry, healthcare and overall construction.
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Weld Hinges

Our gas springs are supplied including connections for a quick and easy
mounting possible. In addition, most gas springs are supplied with screw thread on 
both sides, so that it is always possible to exchange the connections afterwards.
Our program includes a very wide choice of various connections so that optimal 
installation can always be made possible.

A gas spring for every situation Connecting and mounting
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Customized Gas Spring
Finding the right Gas Spring can sometimes 
be difficult and in certain cases it must be 
calculated individually per situation in order to 
be able to select the right Gas Spring for your 
application.

We use a configurator for this that calculates 
the exactly fitting Gas Spring including the 
correct mounting points.

Whether you need pull, push, lockable or tan-
dem Gas Springs or for your application.

Customization is a specialty of
Winco Easylift.

In addition to our wide range of rod ends, clevises and ball joints, we have expanded 
our range with welding hinges. A lot of different sizes are available from our own 
stock. Like our Gas Springs we don’t have a minimum order or purchase quantity. 
Request your price directly through our website or e-mail.

Weld HingesNEW -


